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CONVEXITY OF VECTOR-VALUED FUNCTIONS

IH-CHING HSU AND ROBERT G. KULLER

ABSTRACT.  Let  (¡8,«)  be a Banach lattice, and (a, b) be an open

interval on the real line.   A function  F: (a, 6) — 8   is defined to be weak-

ly convex if thete exists a nonnegative nondecreasing continuous func-

tion G: (a, &) — %   such that p[F(S)] + tp[Gis)] < p[Fis + t)], whenever   s

and  s + t  are in  (a, 6)  for each positive linear functional p  on S.   A

representation theorem is proved as follows: If  F   is weakly convex on

(a, b)  and is bounded on an interval contained in (a, b), then

iB)Jx   Gis) dm = Fix) - Fia + e), where iB)fxGis)dm  is the Bochner

integral of  G  on \_a + e, x\  with  0 < e and  a + C < x < b.

1. Introduction. Using a few facts in [l, pp. 91, 94, 95], an equivalent

definition of convexity for continuous real-valued functions / can be formu-

lated as follows: / is convex on an open interval  {a, b) if there exists a

nondecreasing function g  on  {a, b) such that f{s) + tg{s) < f{s + t), when-

ever s  and  s + t ate in  {a, b).   Based on this equivalent definition, in [2],

the first author gave a definition of weak convexity for functions H: (a, b)—>

(l, where  (l  is a real commutative algebra closed in the strong topology of

H(V, V), the space of all bounded hermitian operators on a Hubert space  V.

The results proved in [2] rely on the fact that U is a Dedekind complete

lattice.   Since Û is also a Banach lattice in the sense given in [3, p. 366],

a generalization of [2] to Banach lattices can be given; such is the pur-

pose of this paper.

2. The weak convexity. A real Banach space  m, with norm   || " ||, is

called a Banach lattice if  ÍB is a vector lattice under a partial ordering «

such that   |/3| « |cz|   implies   \\ß\\ < \\a\\  tot each  a and ß in  %.

Definition 1. Let {a, b) be an open interval of the real line, and 8 be

the zero vector in a Banach lattice &. A function F: (à, b)—>.Jo is weakly

convex on {a, b) if there exists a nondecreasing (w.r.t. »)  and continuous
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(w.r.t. || * ||) function   G: {a, b)—>%  such that G{s) » 8, s £ (a, b), and

p[F{s)] + tp[G{s)] < p[F{s + t)], whenever s and s + t ate in (a, b) tot each

positive linear functional p on Jo.

Theorem. Suppose that F: (a, b)—»33 is weakly convex on (a, b). If

F is bounded on an interval J C (a, b) in the sense that there exists a K

in 33 such that   \F{t)\ = F+{t) + F~{t) « K for each  t  in J, then

(B)  fX     G{s) dm = F(x) - F{a + e),
Ja + C

where e > 0  and a + e < x < b, and (B) fx    G{s) dm is the Bochner integral

of G on [a + (, x] with respect to the Lebesgue measure m.

Proof. It is known [3, p. 368] that order-boundedness and metric-

boundedness are equivalent for linear functionals on a Banach lattice.

Thus the space 33    of all order-bounded linear functionals on the vector

lattice 33  is the same as the space 33    of all norm continuous linear func-

tionals on the Banach space Jj.

Let q be an element in 33   = 33 .   Then by the well-known Riesz de-

composition theorem [5, p. 68], q = q+ - q~, where  q+ and  q~  ate positive

linear functionals on Jj.   The weak convexity of F now implies that

(D a + [F(s)] + ;a + [G(5)]<a + LF(s + ;)],       s, s + t £ {a, b).

The real-valued function  q+ ° F is bounded on /, since

k + [F(s)]| = \q + [F+{s)] - q*[F~{s)]\ < 2q\K)

tot each s  in /.   To simplify notations, let q+ ° F = f, q+ ° G = g, and re-

write (1)  as follows:

(2) f{s) + tg{s) < f{s + t)    whenever 5 and s + t £ {a, b); or

(3) f{s) - tg{s) < f{s - t)    whenever s and s - t £ {a, b).

It follows from (2) and (3) that

(4) 2f{s) < f{s + t) + f{s - t)    whenever s + t and s - t £ {a, b).

This is equivalent to f{)4s + lA t) < lA f{s) + lAf{t) whenever s and t ate in

(a, b).   Since / is convex and bounded on /, / is continuous on (a, b) [l,

p. 91].   From (2)  and (3)  it follows that for positive small  8, f{s - 8) +

8g{s - 8) < f{s) and f{s) - 8g{s) < f{s - 8).   Therefore, g  is nondecreasing

on (a, b).

For positive small t, rewrite (2)  as g{s) < {f{s + t) — f{s))/t and inte-

grate both sides of this inequality over [a + c, x] , f > 0, a + e < x < b, to

obtain
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¡a+(gis)ds<-.-.

Clearly, the reverse inequality holds for negative small  t  as follows:

fx+(fis+t)ds-jx+(f{s)ds
(6) f *     g{s) ds >

Ja+e& t

Passing to the limit as t —> 0, (5)  and (6)  yield

j        g{s)ds = f{x) - f{a + e),
Ja +í

r*     q + [G{s)] ds = a + [F(x)] - q + [F{a + e)].
Jr«+f

Similarly,

f*     ?"[G(s)] ¿s = a"[F(x)] - ?-[F(a + e)].
Ja+e

Thus for each bounded linear functional  q £ Jo ,

fX     «7[G(s)]¿S=  f*    (a+-a-)[G(s)]a-S
Ja+c Ja+e

(7) = (a + - q~)[F{x)] - (a+ - q~W* + c)]

= «7[F(x)] - q[F{a + e)].

From (7) it is clear that G{s) is weakly Lebesgue integrable on [a +

e, x].   Moreover, G{s) is strongly Lebesgue measurable on  [a + e, x], since

G[a + c, x], the range of G, is separable in  33 because of the continuity of

G [A, p. 131].   The Bochner integral of G exists if the strongly Lebesgue

measurable function G{s) has the property that   ||G(s)||   is Lebesgue integra-

ble [4, p. I33].   By assumption, with respect to «, G is nondecreasing on

[a + f, x] with 8 « G{a + e) « G{x)  in the Banach lattice 33.   Thus   ||G(s)||

is nondecreasing on [a + e, x]  and, therefore, Lebesgue integrable.   Let

{B)jx    G{s)dm denote the Bochner integral of G over [a + e,x]; then

(B)   f*     G{s) dm = F(x) - F{a + e)
Ja + e

by (7) and the Hahn-Banach theorem.   This completes the proof of the theo-

rem.

3. The strong convexity. The notion of strong convexity for functions

F: (a, b)—»33 can be formulated as follows:

Definition 2. F: (a, b)—*Jj is strongly convex on (a, b) it there exists
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a nondecreasing continuous function  G: (a, b)—»Jj  such that  G{t) =*» 8 fot

each t in (a, è) and F(s) + tG{s) « F(s + i), whenever s  and s + t ate in

(a, ¿>).

Clearly, the strong convexity implies the weak convexity.   The validi-

ty of the converse statement is an open question.   One natural way to pro-

ceed is to check whether or not F(x) = F{a + e) + (B) \x   G{s)dm satisfies
J a +c

F{s) + tG{s) « F{s + t).   The difficulty is that we do not know that the con-

tinuity and monotonicity of  G  imply {B) fx+yG{s)dm » yG{x).

Added in proof. The problem specifically mentioned here has been

solved positively in  [6].
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